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Abstract 40 

Objectives: This study aimed to examine the relationship between regional infection 41 

level and treatment interruption for chronic diseases. 42 

Methods: A cross-sectional Internet monitoring survey was performed between 43 

December 22 and 26, 2020. Data from 9,510 (5,392 males and 4,118 females) 44 

participants needing regular treatment or hospital visits were analyzed. We determined 45 

the age-sex- and multivariate-adjusted odds ratios (ORs) of treatment interruption 46 

associated with various indices of infection level by nesting multilevel logistic models 47 

in prefecture of residence. In the multivariate model, sex, age, marital status, job type, 48 

equivalent household income, education, self-rated health, and anxiety were adjusted. 49 

Results: The ORs of treatment interruption for the lowest versus highest levels of 50 

infection were 1.32 (95% CI: 1.09–1.59) for the overall incidence rate (per 1,000 51 

population), 1.34 (95% CI: 1.10–1.63) for the overall number of people infected, 1.28 52 

(95% CI: 1.06–1.54) for the monthly incidence rate (per 1,000 population), and 1.38 53 

(95% CI: 1.14–1.67) for the number of people infected per month. For each index of 54 

infection level, higher infection was linked to more workers experiencing treatment 55 

interruption. 56 

Conclusion: Higher local infection levels were linked to more workers experiencing 57 

treatment interruption. Our results suggest that apart from individual characteristics 58 

such as socioeconomic and health status, treatment interruptions during the pandemic 59 

were also subject to contextual effects related to regional infection levels. Preventing 60 

community spread of COVID-19 may thus protect individuals from indirect effects of 61 

the pandemic, such as treatment interruption. 62 
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Introduction 67 

COVID-19, first identified at the end of 2019, is continuing to rage around the 68 

world [1-4]. Japan has experienced four waves of the disease through June 2021. In 69 

addition to direct effects of severe pneumonia and acute respiratory failure, COVID-19 70 

has also had indirect health effects. COVID-19-related treatment interruption, 71 

particularly in patients with chronic diseases, is an emerging issue in several countries 72 

[5.6], including Japan [7]. Studies have reported a significant decrease in the number of 73 

prescriptions during the pandemic compared to before, and that 40% of patients 74 

requiring regular visits have been seen less frequently [8,9]. 75 

Treatment interruption can cause serious health care problems in several ways. 76 

First, it can worsen the medical condition of patients with chronic diseases that require 77 

regular management. Second, fewer opportunities for regular physical examinations 78 

may lead to undiagnosed complications and delayed treatment. Further, such medical 79 

problems, which could have been avoided by continued treatment, increases medical 80 

costs [10]. Studies performed during the COVID-19 pandemic have reported that 81 

treatment interruption among patients with chronic diseases is associated with a variety 82 

of factors, including fear of becoming infected when seeing the doctor [11,12], 83 

scheduling changes by hospitals [13,14], and shortage of medical resources [11]. These 84 

factors presumably have differing degrees of impact depending on the level of infection 85 

in the region. In addition, patients with unstable socioeconomic status are more likely to 86 

discontinue treatment [7,15,16]. Areas with higher prevalence of COVID-19 may be 87 

more affected by the loss of job security and other factors that affect individuals with 88 

unstable socioeconomic status. 89 
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In Japan, the spread of COVID-19 has varied widely by region in terms of the 90 

scale of infection and the speed of spread [17.18]. We hypothesize that differences in 91 

regional infection rates will affect treatment interruption in each region. The level of 92 

infection in a community may directly or indirectly affect fear of visiting medical 93 

institutions, anxiety about going out, and financial difficulties, which may cause 94 

treatment interruption. For example, the number of people infected with COVID-19 is 95 

reported daily by region. Such information will arouse some degree of anxiety and fear 96 

in people living in regions with high levels of infection about the safety of the area and 97 

the disease. Tokyo, which has recorded the greatest number of infections in Japan, saw 98 

a significant drop in prescriptions through May 2020 [8]. Given that pandemics are 99 

known to overwhelm medical resources [19], Japan’s lack of capacity to conduct 100 

COVID-19 tests in areas with high levels of infection and limited hospital beds has 101 

exposed the limits of the country’s medical resources [20]. 102 

However, the relationship between regional COVID-19 infection level and 103 

treatment interruption remains to be elucidated. Japan provides an ideal opportunity to 104 

test our hypotheses due to the country’s large regional variation in COVID-19 infection 105 

levels. Therefore, we investigated the relationship between local infection level and 106 

treatment interruption in Japan. 107 
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Materials and Methods 109 

Study Design and Subjects 110 

A cross-sectional study of Internet monitors was conducted from December 22 111 

to 26, 2020, the period corresponding to Japan’s third wave of infection. Data were 112 

obtained from participants who indicated they were employed at the time of the survey, 113 

with participants selected based prefecture of residence, job type, and sex. A detailed 114 

description of the protocol of this survey is provided elsewhere [21]. Of the 33,302 115 

participants in the survey, 6,266 were excluded for providing fraudulent responses. Of 116 

the 27,036 remaining participants, data from 9,510 (5392 males and 4118 females) who 117 

stated they needed regular treatment or hospital visits were analyzed. 118 

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of 119 

Occupational and Environmental Health, Japan (reference No. R2-079 and R3-006). 120 

Participants provided informed consent by completing a form on the survey website. 121 

 122 

Treatment status 123 

We used a single-item question to assess participants’ treatment status: “Do you 124 

have a condition that requires regular hospital visits or treatment?” Participants chose 125 

from “I do not have such a condition,” “I am continuing with hospital visits and 126 

treatment as scheduled,” and “I am not able to continue with hospital visits and 127 

treatment as scheduled.” 128 

 129 

Infection level indices 130 
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The infection level in each participant’s prefecture of residence was assessed 131 

based on the incidence rate for the entire period (per 1,000 population), the number of 132 

people infected for the entire period, the incidence rate in one month (per 1,000 133 

population), and the number of infected people in one month. 134 

 135 

Socioeconomic status, health status, and anxiety 136 

Socioeconomic status, health status, and anxiety were assessed through 137 

questionnaires in the Internet survey. Socioeconomic factors were age, sex, marital 138 

status (married, unmarried, bereaved/divorced), occupation (mainly desk work, mainly 139 

interpersonal communication, mainly labor), education, and equivalent income 140 

(household income divided by the square root of household size). Health and 141 

psychological factors were assessed through participants’ self-rated health status and 142 

anxiety about contracting COVID-19. We used the following question to assess anxiety: 143 

“Do you feel anxious about being infected with COVID-19?” Participants chose from 144 

“yes” or “no.”  145 

 146 

Statistical analysis 147 

We estimated age-sex- and multivariate-adjusted odds ratios (ORs) of 148 

treatment interruption associated with regional infection level by nesting multilevel 149 

logistic models in prefecture of residence. We used four indices of regional infection 150 

level: incidence rate for the entire period (per 1,000 population), number of people 151 

infected for the entire period, incidence rate in one month (per 1,000 population), and 152 

number of people infected in one month. For analysis, these indices were divided into 153 
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quartiles and used as area-level variables. In the multivariate model, sex, age, marital 154 

status, job type, equivalent household income, education, self-rated health, and anxiety 155 

were adjusted. p<0.05 indicated statistical significance. All analyses were conducted 156 

using Stata (Stata Statistical Software: Release 16; StataCorp LLC, TX, USA). 157 
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Results 159 

The participants’ characteristics together with residential area according to the 160 

number of people infected for the entire period are summarized in Table 1. We stratified 161 

the 9,510 participants in need of regular treatment into four groups according to the 162 

regional infection level. Socioeconomic factors including sex, age, marital status, 163 

household income, education, and occupation, and self-assessment of health status and 164 

anxiety related to COVID-19 infection were similar among the four groups. 165 

        The association between the regional infection level and treatment interruption is 166 

summarized in Table 2. According to multivariate analysis, the ORs of treatment 167 

interruption for the lowest versus highest regional infection level were 1.32 (95% CI: 168 

1.09–1.59; p=0.003) for the overall incidence rate (per 1,000 population), 1.34 (95% CI: 169 

1.10–1.63; p=0.002) for the overall number of people infected, 1.28 (95% CI: 170 

1.06–1.54; p=0.013) for the monthly incidence rate (per 1,000 population), and 1.38 171 

(95% CI: 1.14–1.67; p=0.001) for the number of people infected per month. For each 172 

index of infection level, a higher infection level was linked to more workers 173 

experiencing treatment interruption for chronic diseases in Japan. The results remained 174 

unchanged after adjusting for age and sex. 175 
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Discussion 177 

We found that higher regional levels of COVID-19 infection in Japan were 178 

correlated with more workers with diseases requiring regular hospital visits and 179 

treatment experiencing treatment interruption. To our knowledge, this is the first report 180 

to show that community infection levels are associated with treatment interruption. 181 

It is important to emphasize that the association between infection level and 182 

treatment interruption remained after adjusting for individual factors such as 183 

socioeconomic and health status. These results suggest that apart from individual 184 

characteristics, treatment interruptions during the COVID-19 pandemic were also 185 

subject to contextual effects related to regional infection levels. For example, while 186 

anxiety related to fear of becoming infected during a medical visit is a personal reaction, 187 

individuals living in areas with high levels of infection are likely to feel more anxious 188 

than those living in areas with low levels of infection. Rescheduling by medical 189 

institutions and health care providers is also expected to occur in areas with higher 190 

infection levels. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic is affecting individuals’ 191 

socioeconomic status, which is determined by factors such as employment instability. 192 

Higher levels of infection have greater socioeconomic impact, which may be a factor 193 

affecting treatment interruption. Our findings are consistent with those of a previous 194 

study showing that such individual factors influence treatment interruption [7]. Thus, 195 

our study demonstrates that local spread of COVID-19 infection may affect the 196 

behavioral characteristics of workers living in the area. These findings suggest that, in 197 

addition to an individual patient approach, a population strategy is also needed to 198 

prevent the spread of infection and to avoid treatment interruption for manageable 199 

diseases. 200 
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In this study, both the number of infected people by region and infection rate 201 

were associated with treatment interruption. This suggests that it would be informative 202 

to report the incidence rate based on the infection status in each region, which reflects 203 

the population of that region. However, Japanese news reports tend to emphasize the 204 

number of infected people rather than the infection rate by region, the latter of which 205 

may contribute to changing the behavior of more people. A previous study reported that 206 

Japanese people have greater trust in local information [22], suggesting that reporting 207 

the number of infections by region will have a strong influence on individual’s 208 

behavioral changes and risk perception. 209 

Increased treatment interruption in areas with high levels of infection may cause 210 

further strain on future health care resources. Delaying and avoiding treatment can 211 

result in poorer management of chronic diseases, fewer regular checkups, and missed or 212 

delayed start of therapy for deteriorating health conditions. It can also lead to increased 213 

complications and poor prognosis. These factors in turn can increase future health care 214 

needs in the region. The strain on local health care resources due to the COVID-19 215 

pandemic is a serious challenge, and treatment interruption may be an indirect burden 216 

on health care resources due to COVID-19. Thus, reducing treatment interruption for 217 

manageable diseases may alleviate downstream consequences on the health care system. 218 

The findings of this study indicate that controlling the level of infection in a 219 

community has important implications for treatment interruption. With the COVID-19 220 

pandemic expected to continue for some time, sustained control of community-level 221 

spread will protect populations from the indirect effects of COVID-19, which include 222 

treatment interruption. In addition, strategies are needed to prevent treatment 223 

interruption. For example, telemedicine has and will continue to play a major role in the 224 
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provision of health care during the COVID-19 pandemic [23-26]. Furthermore, 225 

educating patients to avoid treatment interruption and widespread use of long-term 226 

prescriptions to prevent patients from running out of regular medications will help 227 

reduce medical problems caused by treatment interruption. 228 

A major strength of this study was the relatively large sample size, which 229 

allowed us to show, for the first time, an association between community infection level 230 

and treatment interruption. 231 

However, this study also had several limitations. First, because we conducted a 232 

cross-sectional study, causality could not be determined. However, since it is 233 

theoretically unlikely that treatment interruption experienced by an individual will 234 

increase the COVID-19 infection rate in a region, we think it is likely that high regional 235 

infection rates cause treatment interruption. Second, we did not identify workers’ 236 

reasons for discontinuing treatment in this study. As discussed above, there are various 237 

possible causes of treatment interruption, which may vary by region. Third, we did not 238 

inquire about the diseases being treated. Treatment interruption may vary depending on 239 

the presence or absence of symptoms and the potential disadvantages of discontinuing 240 

treatment for a particular disease. 241 
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Conclusion 243 

We found that higher regional infection levels were linked to more workers 244 

experiencing treatment interruption during the third wave of COVID-19 infection in 245 

Japan. Our findings suggest that in addition to individual factors such as socioeconomic 246 

status and health status, high regional infection levels may contribute to behavioral 247 

changes in the local population, leading to treatment interruption. Preventing 248 

community spread of COVID-19 may thus be useful for avoiding treatment interruption 249 

for chronic diseases, an emerging medical problem brought about by COVID-19. 250 
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Table 1. Basic characteristics of the study subjects

74-492 507-1496 1673-11982 12381-52382
Number of subjects 2130 2579 2422 2379
Age, median (IQR) 51 (42, 57) 51 (43, 57) 52 (44, 58) 53 (46, 58)
Sex, male 1181 (55.4%) 1440 (55.8%) 1403 (57.9%) 1368 (57.5%)
Marital status, married 1252 (58.8%) 1496 (58.0%) 1370 (56.6%) 1284 (54.0%)
Annual equivalent house hold income (JPY)
   500000-2650000 773 (36.3%) 875 (33.9%) 816 (33.7%) 717 (30.1%)
   2650000-4500000 690 (32.4%) 824 (32.0%) 733 (30.3%) 648 (27.2%)
   >4500000 667 (31.3%) 880 (34.1%) 873 (36.0%) 1014 (42.6%)
Education
   Junior high school 26 (1.2%) 32 (1.2%) 30 (1.2%) 36 (1.5%)
   High School 703 (33.0%) 750 (29.1%) 619 (25.6%) 500 (21.0%)
   Vocational school/college,university,graduate school 1401 (65.8%) 1797 (69.7%) 1773 (73.2%) 1843 (77.5%)
Jobtype
   Mainly desk work 1144 (53.7%) 1293 (50.1%) 1222 (50.5%) 1264 (53.1%)
   Jobs mainly involving interpersonal communication 480 (22.5%) 590 (22.9%) 622 (25.7%) 614 (25.8%)
   Mainly labor 506 (23.8%) 696 (27.0%) 578 (23.9%) 501 (21.1%)
Self-rated health
   Very good 742 (34.8%) 895 (34.7%) 895 (37.0%) 885 (37.2%)
   Neither 919 (43.1%) 1104 (42.8%) 991 (40.9%) 986 (41.4%)
   Not good 469 (22.0%) 580 (22.5%) 536 (22.1%) 508 (21.4%)
Do you feel anxious about being infected with COVID-19?
   Yes 1684 (79.1%) 2083 (80.8%) 1904 (78.6%) 1850 (77.8%)

The incidence rate for the entire period (per 1000 of the population), median (IQR) .28 (.22, .34) .55 (.51, .59) 1.26 (.79, 1.51) 3.12 (1.91, 3.76)
The number of infected people for the entire period, median (IQR) 379 (330, 445) 1053 (671, 1124) 2455 (2168, 8438) 27500 (14427, 52382)
The incidence rate for one month (per 1000 of the population), median (IQR) .09 (.058, .14) .23 (.16, .32) .47 (.33, .59) 1.06 (.74, 1.06)
The number of infected people for one month, median (IQR) 124 (39, 171) 440 (282, 501) 1705 (916, 2936) 9851 (5596, 14690)

Residential area according to the number of infected people for the entire period
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OR ｐ OR ｐ

The incidence rate for the entire period (per1000)
.10 - .44 reference reference
.49 - .68 1.00 0.83 1.21 0.999 1.00 0.83 1.21 0.993
.76 - 1.63 1.06 0.88 1.28 0.555 1.07 0.88 1.30 0.505
1.89 - 3.76 1.25 1.04 1.50 0.019 1.32 1.09 1.59 0.005

0.013† 0.003†
The number of infected people for the entire period

74 - 492  reference reference
507 - 1496 1.07 0.89 1.29 0.473 1.06 0.87 1.29 0.545
1673 - 11982 1.14 0.94 1.38 0.180 1.15 0.94 1.40 0.168
12381 - 52382 1.28 1.06 1.55 0.011 1.34 1.10 1.63 0.003

0.008† 0.002†
The incidence rate for one month (per1000)

.018 - .15 reference reference

.16 - .32 1.07 0.89 1.29 0.487 1.07 0.89 1.30 0.470

.33 -  .61 1.05 0.87 1.27 0.641 1.06 0.87 1.29 0.576

.66 - 1.12 1.21 1.02 1.45 0.032 1.28 1.06 1.54 0.009
0.044† 0.013†

The number of infected people for one month
13 - 203   reference reference
204 - 626  1.11 0.92 1.34 0.284 1.12 0.93 1.36 0.241
704 - 4373 1.16 0.96 1.40 0.127 1.18 0.97 1.43 0.093
5218 - 14690 1.30 1.08 1.57 0.006 1.38 1.14 1.67 0.001

0.006† 0.001†

† p for trend

* The multivariate model was adjutesd for age, sex, marital status,  equivalent household income, educational level, jobtype, self-rated
health and anxiety about infection

Table 2. Association between regional COVID-19 infection levels and treatment interruption
Age-sex adjusted Multivariate*

95%CI 95%CI
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